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INVITATION TO TENDER “ITT” NO. PS20171340 
ONCE-THROUGH COOLING RETROFITS AT THREE CIVIC FACILITIES 

 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO. 1 

 
ISSUED ON AUGUST 9, 2017 

Q1 
Can there be another non-mandatory site visit for Mechanical Contractors and 
Subcontractors? 

A1 Yes. A second non-mandatory site meeting will be held on August 14th at 1:00 pm 

 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre Related Questions: 

Q2 

Inside the mechanical room there doesn’t look to be enough space in the wall for the 
piping from the condenser on the canopy to go through at the location shown on the 
drawings. Also the piping going on the wall needs in my opinion to be put in some kind of 
sleeve for aesthetic purposes. Where is the piping in the mechanical room supposed to run? 

A2 

There is existing wood blocking under the window frame where the refrigerant lines 
will go through to the condensing unit.  Make good existing roof and flashing on 
exterior.  All refrigerant piping to be insulated with ½” Armaflex Class “O” insulation 
manufactured by Armstrong Industries.  All insulation on exterior to be provided 
aluminum jacket and sealed water tight. 

Q3 
Can you clarify how the schedule works for the QET?  What happens in November and 
December? 

A3 
The following work will occur during the month of November: All work on drawing M1.1 

The following work will occur during the month of December: All work on drawing M1.2 

Q4 
There is some air balancing that has to happen at the QET.  Which air balancing companies 
are approved? 

A4 K.D. Engineering and Western Mechanical. 

Q5 
On drawing M1.2 it says to remove the DCW all the way back to the mains and cap off?  
This can be a lot of piping.  Can we just cap it in the boiler roof? 

A5 
Yes, remove existing DCW to OTC unit as far back as possible and cap off in boiler 
room. 

 

Orpheum Theatre Related Questions 

Q6 
Do we have to take out the metal panels surrounding the glass for the glazing work?  I 
think it would be easier to just take out the glass and put the spandrel panels right on 
top. The issue is we don’t want to disturb the bricks on the side. 
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A6 
The contractor can pop the window sash cap from the exterior and leave the frame in 
place for the spandrel and glass work.  It should not be needed to disturb the existing 
brick wall. 

Q7 
On drawing M2.1 it says to remove the DCW all the way back to the mains and cap off?  
This can be a lot of piping.  Can we just cap it in the storage room? 

A7 
Yes, remove existing DCW to OTC unit as far back as possible and cap off in storage 
closet. 

Q8 So for the moving of the sprinkler heads are we to freeze the sprinkler pipe? 

A8 

Contractor to freeze sprinkler pipe or drain down system to perform sprinkler work.  
Coordinate any shut-down with theater operator.  The two (2) existing pendent 
sprinkler heads above the walk-in cooler also need to be changed to dry pendent 
heads.  This work will be included in an addendum. 

 

Gathering Place Related Questions 

Q9 
At Gathering Place why can’t we put the units on the roof on pavers like all the other units 
on the roof? 

A9 

Contractor to ensure that the new condensing units will be properly secured to the 
roof for structural and seismic restraint.  Any alternate method for mounting the 
condensing unit shall be reviewed by a seismic engineer, who shall provide Schedules 
S-B and S-C letters of assurance. 

Q10 How is the piping on the roof at Gathering Place going to be supported? 

A10 
New refrigerant piping on roof to be supported by block supports with unistrut channel 
and clamps to match existing. 

Q11 
It was said onsite that all work in the Gathering Place Kitchen which includes the walk-in 
cooler and walk-in freezer are required to be done off hours.  What hours are we talking 
about? 

A11 

The Gathering Place kitchen is in operation from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm 365 days a year.  
Each day’s work in the kitchen must occur after 5:30 pm and be completed by 7:30 
am. 

Contractors are required to clean up debris and dust at the end of every work day 
resulting from their work. 

Q12 Who is the controls contractor for Gathering Place? 

A12 
The Gathering Place has an existing Reliable Controls system.  Work on this system 
must be completed by an authorized distributor of Reliable Controls hardware. 

 


